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The release of Android TV was exciting. Here was a platform that was more stable than Google TV and the developer community responded in on theirs, developing some amazing things for it. It's been a while, and although the adoption speed isn't quite there yet, the apps and games available for
Android TV are only improving. Here are the best Android TV games currently available! Please note that you will need a hardware controller or at least your Android TV remote control for all of these! If you want to see more, you can find the official list of Google Android TV games here. It's also worth
noting that most controller-enabled games also work on Android TV as long as the box is compatible with it. This is a very difficult list to compile as some games may be available for Nvidia Shield TVs, but not Mi Box Xiaomi. Every game on this list should be compatible with most modern Android TV
boxes. Bridge Designer PortalPrice: The $4.99Bridge Designer Portal is a mashup between the popular bridge constructor game and the portal. Most mechanics are classic bridge designer. You have to build a bridge to make it through. However, obstacles, symbols, and the theme are all portals. So the
obstacles you avoid are mostly those creepy bots that shoot at you when they see you. The game comes with 60 levels, lots of smart portal humor, Google Play Games achievements, and more. It's very good for its price and one of our favorites since the year it started. It's also free if you use Google Play
Pass.CrashlandsPrice: $4.99Crashlands is one of the best Android games and it's also one of the best Android TV games. You crash the land on an alien planet and have to figure out a way to get away. The game includes a massive open world, tons of things to do and craft, and a bit of storyline to keep
things moving forward. There are also some subtleties like self-organizing inventory. This one features cloud saving and cross-platform games with PC and iOS, so you can play on multiple platforms with the same save file. Those who love the open world of the game should definitely try this one. As a
bridge portal designer, it's also free with Google Play Pass.Crossy RoadPrice: Free to play Crossy Road is one of the most popular arcade games in all mobile games. It is also one of the best Android TV games. This is basically a version of this generation Frogger. You jump over roads, streams and
other places, avoiding obstacles. You lose if you are hit by traffic, falling into the water, or other similar fate. This one has both local and online multiplayer. It's simple enough for most kids and it's just a good time all around. It's just an arcade game though, that don't expect too much more than that. Final
Fantasy III, IV, V, VI and IXPrice: Varies per gameSquare Enix have reached the landscape of mobile games in full sprint. They have a ton of games Android. Some of them even Android TV games. They include the ports of Final Fantasy III, IV, V, VI and IX, according to the Android TV page of Google
Play games. Other parts of the series may also be compatible. Each game includes 20-30 hours of storyline, several side quests, good soundtracks and simple mechanics. The support controller is usually good with all of them as well. They're expensive. However, they are also some of the best jRPGs on
a mobile phone. Doom and Destiny is another good jRPG on Android TV. Horizon ChasePrice: Free / Up $2.99Horizon Chase retro racing game and one of the best Android TV games. Games with the right about 100 tracks along with a bunch of cars, different tournaments, and other content to play. You
get retro racing mechanics throughout and through, although we appreciate the level of polish with this. It feels like playing an old racing game for the Nintendo 64, but with better graphics and control. The World Tour Update also added nine new tracks, two new maps, and some extra stuff to collect. Real
Racing 3 is another decent option if you don't mind playing games freely. NBA JamPrice: $4.99NBA Jam is a classic arcade basketball game that was released in the 1990s. This game allows you to play two-on-two basketballs where you score baskets, push your opponents around, and hopefully go on
fire. You go on fire by making three unanswered baskets of the same player and you get a significant boost stat for that. The game has online and local multiplayer modes along with a single player campaign. This is one of the best sports games on Android and it works great on Android TV.
MachinariumPrice: $4.99Machinarium is one of the classic puzzles on Android. It got updates a few years ago to make it compatible with Android TV as well. The game revolves around a small robot. He lost his girlfriend and wants to save her from the villains. You help him solve puzzles and do just that.
It's not too long a game, but the puzzles are fun and the game design is pretty far above average. It's also a premium game without in-app purchases or ads. OddmarPrice: Free Demo / $4.99Oddmar is a platformer from developer Leo Fortune, another excellent Android TV game. Oddmar is a disgraced
Viking who wants to make a name for himself. You help him do this by conquering different levels. The mechanics are simple, the graphics are above average for the platformer, and it comes with modern subtleties like cloud economy. You can play a little game for free before you buy it all for $4.99. Leo
Fortune also costs $4.99 if you want that one too. OrbiaPrice: Free /Up $15.99Orbia is a neat little arcade game. You shoot little puff balls over obstacles and Goals. You hit obstacles and you lose. This is a pretty basic premise, but it's done well. Game Game Colorful graphics, hundreds of levels,
different characters, and multiplayer. Of course, it works well on Android TV as well. This one doesn't really require a hardware controller. Any remote control should be enough to play this. PBA Bowling ChallengePrice: Free to play the PBA Bowling Challenge is one of the few decent bowling games on a
mobile phone. It also has the support of Android TV. The game has above average graphics, simple controls, and more. You get three modes of play. There's multiplayer mode, career mode, and fast game mode along with leaders and all sorts of other things. There are also tournaments and special
events. This is a freemium game and it is not optimal. However, this is another family game with tons of things to do. Besides, it's bowling. Who doesn't like bowling? PewDiePie: The Legend of BrofistPrice: $4.99PewDiePiePie: The Legend of Brofist is actually a pretty decent little platformer. It has
voiceovers from the venerable YouTube star along with cameo appearances from other YouTube stars. The game also requires a bit of skill to play, but you will get better as you progress. It has epic boss fights, unlockable characters, some decent retro-style music, and different levels of sophistication to
keep things interesting. It's a lot of fun, not having in-app shopping, and more. This is definitely one of the best Android TV games. TeslagradPrice: $4.99Teslagrad is one of the new Android TV games on the list. It's also a pretty decent puzzle-platformer. The main mechanics are the platformer. However,
as you play, you unlock different powers that will help you complete the puzzles throughout the game. It also has very little text, so you don't have to read endless dialogue like some other games. Aside from the occasional bug, the game is otherwise pretty good. Teslagrad is also free with Google Play
Pass if you use it. Thimbleweed ParkPrice: $9.99Thimbleweed Park is one of the most expensive Android TV games, but it's still very good. This is a puzzle-thriller with a bunch of crazy people and some elements of a dark story. Your task is to track down the evidence and solve the mystery. There are
five playable characters, various puzzles, two levels of difficulty, a hint system, and an oatmeal voice. It's actually quite a modern feeling, despite its retro style graphics. Thimbleweed Park is another game on this list that is free with Google Play Pass.This War of MinePrice: $14.99This War of Mine is one
of the best Android games available today and was our pick for the best Android game of 2015. In this survival game, you play as innocent civilians trapped in the grip of a city in the war. Your job is to Survive meetings while losing as few people as possible. The game makes you make some tough
decisions, and some pundits even said that the game is not fun, but totally worth playing anyway. It's a little expensive, but it's it An unforgettable experience and is one of the best Android TV games available, period. This one is actually quite expensive, but it's free to play with Google Play Pass.Unkilled
and Dead Trigger 2Price: Free PlayUnkilled is one of the best FPS games released in the last couple of years. This is a zombie shooter which means that most of your gameplay will be missions where you have to go and destroy some bad guys. It has a ton of bad guys, zombie bosses, and hundreds of
levels to play through. Updates in 2016 are added to online multiplayer support, so you can now go online and play with others if you decide. The graphics are phenomenal, and we all know that first-person shooters are better to play with actual controllers. It's a free game, but it's still quite fun. Madfinger
Games' Dead Trigger 2 is another great zombie shooter on Android TV. If we missed any of the best Android TV games, tell us about them in the comments! You can also click here to check out our latest Android app and game lists! Smartphone games can be ways from being at the level of a game
console and PC. Things are getting better though, with a plethora of great games being released each year. In fact, it's pretty uncomfortable playing some of these new titles on the touch screen, and I'd rather use a keyboard and mouse or controller instead. Fortunately, there are ways to play Android
games on your PC! The best way to do this is to use an emulator. Although the choice is somewhat limited, there are several options. Let's jump in and take a quick look at three such emulators that will allow you to play Android games on your computer. Note: The system I use comes with the 10th Intel
Core i7 processor, Intel Iris Plus graphics, 16GB of RAM, 13.3-inch 4K display and Windows 10. Performance can vary depending on the configuration. Bluestacks 4/MSI App PlayerBluestacks was one of the first Android emulators I used a few years ago to play Android games on my computer. It
remains one of the best options even today, with the latest version released back in 2018 - Bluestacks 4 - getting even better. Start All you have to do is download and install Bluestacks from the website to get started. Bluestacks 4 runs on Android 7.0 Nougat. Before you drum back in horror how old that
Android version is, keep in mind that it's quite the current as far as these kinds of emulators go. The good news is that you shouldn't have any trouble running most apps and games anyway. You will need to register in your Google account as it would on any Android device. You can download apps from
the Google Play store by visiting my library. However, after the launch On your computer, you'll see that it puts games front and center. The play centre is packed with great recommendations and you can also scroll through a variety of different and genres to find the best games. Bluestacks also made the
MSI App Player, which is another great emulator, but it's essentially the same with a different look. The interface is much cleaner and you probably need to know what to download in advance. There are a few game recommendations, but for the most part, MSI products are showcased instead.
FeaturesUnsurprisingly, you get identical features with both emulators. The game controls and keyboard display are very customizable, so you shouldn't have any problems replicating the PC gaming experience. The good news is that the keyboard display is pretty solid even without tinkering too much.
Built-in modes for shooting and MOBA are a huge help in this regard as well. Multi-instance adds a new dimension to Gacha's strategy and games, allowing you to play the same game with multiple accounts. You can also play different games from different instances to avoid confusion. The emulator also
comes with a recording feature and a screenshot button built in and easily accessible. As for settings, Bluetacks and MSI App Player allow you to adjust the display resolution from qHD to quad HD and install DPI between 160 and 320. If the device supports it, you can also change the graphics mode and
adjust it to the use of special computer graphics. PerformanceI played Asphalt 9, Madden NFL Mobile, and Fifa Mobile on both emulators, and had a great time. There have been a few backlog cases, but not enough to cause any real gameplay problems. Emulators load pretty quickly, but it took a while to
start the game. However, as soon as it started, it ran almost as fast as it does on my phone. While I know that both are essentially the same, I felt like the MSI App Player was the smoother of the two. Games tend to stutter noticeably more by playing them on Bluestacks. This may be because the
Bluestacks interface has a lot going on, but it probably won't affect the performance of the game. Either way, both Bluestacks and MSI App Player are fantastic options if you want to play Android games on your computer. Nox PlayerNox Player is widely considered a really good alternative to Bluestacks
and comes with similar features. As well as competition, Nox Player also runs Android 7.0 Nouga and lets you download games and apps from the Google Play Store.Getting started Simply download the emulator from the Nox Player website and set it up to start playing games on your computer. The Nox
Player interface is similar to what you'll see on an Android tablet, albeit a very old one. The screen opens with some pre-installed apps, and it comes complete with navigation keys (back, houses and latest apps) hidden in the bottom right corner. You'll find the Google Play Store in Tools and can download
anything else after registering with your Google account. FeaturesThe Nox Player is not Packed with features like Bluestacks, at least at first glance. It comes with its own version of the multi-copy though, or multi-drive in this case. The keyboard display is very customizable as well. However, while
Bluestacks has some pre-loaded profiles configured, you'll have to start completely from scratch with Nox. This is normal since most people will set everything to their liking anyway, but there is definitely a learning curve for the beginner. Another aspect where Nox lags behind with the resolution of the
display, which can be set to a maximum of Full HD. You can also choose the performance mode to decide how graphically intense it will be. PerformanceI played Asphalt 9 and Sniper Strike with the help of Nox Player. There have been several cases of lag and stuttering. The emulator starts fast enough,
but the game takes quite a while to load. During the game, it basically seems to take a bit to get into gear. For example, when the race started on Asphalt 9, the lag was very noticeable. However, it got better quickly and everything ran as smoothly as expected after that initial stumble. Things were much
better with games that weren't particularly graphically intense, although it took a while to load as well. GameloopGameloop, formerly known as Tencent Gaming Buddy, started out as the official emulator for PUBG Mobile. This may seem confusing, as PUBG Mobile is a mobile version of the original PC

game. But the first is also free and with this emulator, some users can enjoy the best of both worlds. However, there's a lot more you can do with Gameloop as well. Starting at the beginning, all you have to do is download and install the emulator. Like Bluestacks, you're greeted with a game center that
houses a plethora of great titles. Of course, given the company behind it, PUBG Mobile is showcased. However, you'll find a lot of FPS, MOBA, and strategy games available too. The app section includes some popular options such as Whatsapp, Instagram, Youtube and more. However, the Google Play
Store is not readily available. You'll have to switch to my game tab and install it from the Google Installation option. Any games and apps you download from the Play Store have a non-Gameloop tag. FeaturesGameloop comes with the fewest party features. There's no multi-sync function, and in fact, the
cheat-free mode automatically turns on when the game is downloaded. However, conventional features such as screenshot, gameplay recording and keyboard display are available. Setting up a keyboard display is one of the easiest to use. Something to remember that the preinstalled map is almost
unusable, at least with the games I've been trying to So you'll have to customize it yourself. I prefer to do it anyway, so it wasn't too big a deal for me. Everything is fine on the spot for PUBG, however. Options included when it comes to display resolution 1280 x 720. However, I was able to manually install
it on Full HD, so this is an option. You can also switch DPI between 160 and 480.PerformanceI played PUBG Mobile, of course, but also tried Asphalt 9 and Call of Duty Mobile. Let's start with the emulator, however. Of the four options, Gameloop was the fastest to start, and everything is really smooth
when scrolling through the user interface. You can see the minimum requirements of the system when installing the game, so you have a good idea of whether your computer can run it or not. Gaming performance all over the place. Asphalt 9, no Gameloop game was virtually irreproducible. The game
took a very long time to load, was extremely lag, and there were a lot of shots of drops. The opposite end of the spectrum was when I played Call of Duty Mobile and PUBG. Both were quickly downloaded, and the gameplay was smooth, with barely lag or stuttering. It was so good, in fact, that I went back
and installed Call of Duty on Bluestacks to see if the performance was the same. It wasn't even close. Which emulator is best? All four emulators - Bluestacks 4, MSI App Player, Nox Player and Gameloop - are great options if you want to play Android games on your computer. None of them are perfect,
but I would recommend Bluestacks or MSI App Player for most apps and games. His clever control presets are the best of the lot and made jumping into the game at once very easily. However, if you are looking to play Tencent games like PUBG Mobile or Call of Duty Mobile, Gameloop is by far the best
option in this case. Of course, keep in mind that your experience may be different depending on which computer you have. Have.
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